A k-field is a field over which every polynomial of degree less than or equal to k splits completely. The main theorem characterizes the maximal decomposable subspaces of the k th symmetric space \/ k V, where V is finite-dimensional vector space over an infinite /ofield. They come in three forms:
(1) {Xί V V x k : x k e V}, x u , Xk-i fixed (2) <Λ, b} k = {xι V V x k : Xi e <Λ, &>} and (3) {Xί v V Xk-r V <α, 6>(r')}> «i, * , »*-r fixed; where α and b are linearly independent vectors in V and <α, by is the subspace spanned by a and 6.
We consider symmetric tensor products of vector spaces and the problem of characterizing their maximal decomposable subspaces. This problem has been resolved in the skew-symmetric case by Westwick [4] using results due to Wei-Liang Chow [1, Lemma 5] when the underlying field is algebraically closed with characteristic zero.
A k-field is a field F over which every polynomial of degree at most k splits completely. In this paper we determine the maximal decomposable subspaces in the symmetric case when the underlying vector space is finite-dimensional over an infinite &-field whose characteristic (if any) exceeds the length of the product. 1* Let F be a field and V a vector space over F. The fc-fold Cartesian product of V will be denoted by V k where 1 < k. A rank k symmetric tensor space is a vector space together with a fe-multilinear symmetric mapping σ which is universal for ^-multilinear symmetric maps of V k and is spanned by σ(V k ). We will use the notation \/ k V for this space. (The anti-symmetric or Grassman space is usually denoted by A k V ) If V\V with σ: V k -*\f k V is a symmetric tensor space, the decomposable symmetric tensors or "symmetric products" are those elements of VkV in the set σ(V k ). We will denote σ(x Lί •• *,x k ) by #i V V%. A subspace S of V^^ is decomposable if S £ σ (V k ). Trivial decomposable subspaces are the zero subspace and those consisting of scalar multiples of a single product. The factors of the product Xι V V x k are the 1-dimensional subspaces <( x 1 y, , <( x k y of V. If V is ^-dimensional, it is well-known that \f k V is vector space isomorphic to the space of homogeneous polynomials of degree k over F [3, p. 428 
. This mapping will be denoted by simply V/ when the length of the product is not in question. PROPOSITION Proof. The mapping σ is multilinear.
If U is any subspaces of V and x ί9 , % vectors of V then {a?! V V x k V u I u e U} is a decomposable subspace of y k+1 V and will be denoted by Fsuch that
The desired result follows because / is linear.
>V* + iF
Clearly / is injective. Moreover the image of a decomposable subspace of \f k V under / is decomposable. Proof. Suppose x ίf , % are nonzero vectors. Choose any basis (ei) iβl of V over a field F. For each α?< assume the p^ coordinate to be nonzero. , p k ). Define a multilinear and symmetric mapping f v : Proof. This is a result of the fact that the rank k symmetric tensor space is isomorphic to the k th component of the polynomial algebra in n indeterminants over F [3, p. 428] . The latter is a unique factorization domain.
In what follows we will suppose x -x λ V V x k and y = y ι V V y k are independent products such that x + y is decomposable,
We will often use the assumption that x and y are nonzero products without explicit mention. The subspace of V spanned by the vectors x 19 •• y x k will be denoted [x] and its dimension by I x I. For notational convenience we set
If S is a subspace of V then jS (Jfc) is the set {x λ V V x k \ Xi e S}. In general S (fc) is not a subspace. If U is a subspace of \f k V then the one-dimensional subspace <v> of F is a factor of J7 if
We will frequently denote a repeated product U V V U by U lk) .
REMARK. If x + y = z it is always true that [z] S a? U y. For, if some Zi$x \j y and S is a basis of x \J y we may choose /e L (V, V) so that f%) = 0
Then, x -\-y -(V/) 2; = 0, contradicting our standing assumption that x and y are independent. PROPOSITION 
If B is a basis of [y] and there are i,j such that B [J {Xi, Zj} is an independent set then x and y have a common factor.
Proof.
Proposition 4 now implies <$*> is also a factor of y. 
Proposition 4 implies ζz { y is then a factor of x. The choice of any geL(V, V) with ker # = <^> together with Proposition 4 shows <£;> is also a factor of 2/. We have shown that if x and y have no common factors then no Zi£ [x] .
Choose some z i and complete the independent set B U •{«*} to a basis. Define heL (V,V) by
and we obtain a common factor whenever some ^ e[a;] since then PROPOSITION 7 . // £ is α^ basis of [y] and for some i and j β U fe, Xj} ^ αw independent set then x and y have a common factor.
Proof. Choose feL (V, V) such that either /(«*) = 0 or /(^ ) = 0 and /(&) = δ for every 6 e J?. Then
If some s 4 e [^/] then it is a common factor. Assume no Zte [y] . We claim one of the following is the zero subspace: 3* F is a fc-field if every polynomial over F of degree at most k splits completely over F. Let L fc denote {xeV^: \x\ = 1}. L fc is composed of all products ax x V V x t where ae F, x t e V. If F is a fc-field then in particular
However L k need not be a subspace unless k -p r where r is a positive 
The equality (2) implies that the restriction of \/ k g of to <α, 6> (r) is a linear isomorphism onto i* 7 [a] which preserves "products", i.e., a decomposable tensor corresponds to a product of k linear polynomials. PROPOSITION 
F is a k-field if and only if each <(α, hy {k) is a decomposable subspace of VkV.

Proof
Assume F is a ά-field. If x and y are products in <(a, by lk) let P(a) -(\/ k g°f) (x + 2/). There are elements r» in F such that P(tf) = r o (a -rj (a -r k ). Consider
Clearly, P(α) = Vfc(# °/)^ which implies x Λ-y -z because the restriction of V\ΰ ° f to ζa,K) {k) is injective. Therefore <α, 6> (fc) is decomposable.
Conversely if <(α, 6)> (A;) is decomposable and
then (2) Extending each mapping to \/ k V we obtain for each XeF:
If (3) is zero for some i we infer from Proposition 3 that fi{y $ ) = 0 for some
This means that (x^ = <^.)> is a common factor of a? and y. For each λ, the vectors ^(X), •• ,2 Λ (,\) may be chosen so that (3) where ωeS n and the ^(λ) are scalars such that Πi=i ^ (λ) = 1.
Were β ωίi)X2 = 0 then <X(λ))> = <^> would be a common factor of x and z(X), hence a factor of y as well. If β ω{j)Z2 Φ 0 then (5) together with b == x 2 in (8) imply
From (5) and from (8) we obtain Now if δ (i) =£ ^ then (7) and (10) Accordingly, the number of vectors Zj(X) is finite and there are only a finite number of distinct products z(X) = ^(λ) V V ^(λ). But F is infinite.
Hence there are distinct scalars λ, λ' such that x + Xy = x + X'y which implies y = 0. This contradicts our standing assumption that # and y are nonzero products and completes the proof.
We need the following lemma in order to prove Theorem 13. for some scalars a lf , a n^. Thus a { = 0 for i = 1, , n -2. and α w _! = 1 which implies λ = λ'.
Consider <& x = {S λ h T: Te £f}. Because F = U if we have S* = U ^λ-The set mapping from if to <g=7 defined by T-»S λ Γ) T is onto. Consequently, Card C λ ^ Card ^.
Since dim^ = ^ -1 induction yields Card F ^ Card ^, completing the proof.
If D is a decomposable subspace of VA^ and VGF then Z>(v) (k) .
Let 
